
Permutations Exercises 
 

Permutations is a study in how we manipulate the sound with changing order and 

can be applied over any instrument. This Document is meant to cover a variety of 

video lessons regarding the use of permutations, regarding Bass, Guitar, Piano 

and Cajon, that will be released in turn. 

But First, an Impromptu Math Lesson 
Permutations are not the same as combinations and the difference is important 

both in mathematics and in music. A permutation allows for one use per 

combination, and as such is a subset of combinations. The best example of this 

distinctions is if you have 4 elements of a code numbered 1 2 3 4. If each instance 

could be used any number of times, it is a combination, since there are 4 

elements the number of combinations is 44 or (4*4*4*4) or 256. However, if each 

element can only be used once, this would be a permutation, and the formula is: 

P(n,r)=n!/(n-r)! 

Where “n” is the number of uses or the “set”, “r” is the subset of “n”, and the “!” 

notation is a mathematical symbol meaning factorial that represents the equation 

(n*n-1*n-2*…1). So, with the information plugged in:  

4! / (4-4)! Or (4*3*2*1) / (0)! 

24/1 or 24 

This applies to permutations where you can repeat instances of the elements 

once to fill additional slots, it gets a little more complicated when you have 

multiple instances of repetition, and I feel that this is as far down this rabbit hole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bass/Guitar Fretting Hand Permutations 
 

We only have 4 fingers, so there is a limit to the amount of 4 note permutations 

you can achieve. This number is 24, so if we are to approach this exercise 

chromatically, these are the permutations: 

1234 2134 3124 4123 

1243 2143 3142 4132 

1324 2314 3214 4213 

1342 2341 3241 4231 

1423 2413 3412 4312 

1432 2431 3421 4321 

 

NOTE: This is a muscle memory exercise, please ensure you are taking your time 

to truly imprint these movements with proper technique. My suggestion is to take 

these in sections of three permutations and work on them for 15 minutes a 

practice session. Start slow, with no metronome, introduce the metronome 

incrementally to apply the pressure of timing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



More Musical Exercise (Intermediate/Advanced) 

Obviously when playing we are rarely only using chromatic lines, so to be more 

practical we can apply this exercise to musical context. For this exercise we will be 

using the same 4 note permutations, but rather than using all 4 fingers 

chromatically, we will be using our index, ring and little fingers (1,3,4) and 

repeating 1 note in each combination. We are left with the same number of 

permutations; however, the chart looks like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: The point of intermediate and advanced play is to focus on refining the 

basic skills which you built as a beginner, if you feel that there are gaps preventing 

you from executing this, I suggest a deep look into your fundamental technique, 

as this is the building block for your growth as a musician. 

When doing this exercise, I suggest the Mixolydian Scale, it offers to work on 

shifting to the major third (on finger four) and with the flat seventh offers an 

easier transfer across strings as string transfer is in perfect fourths. Though the 

Natural Minor (Aeolian Scale) would easier as it retains the finger per fret 

formulation of the prior exercise, it is a case of rehashing an already attained skill. 

 

 

 

 

 

1134 3314 4413 

1143 3341 4431 

1314 3134 4134 

1341 3143 4143 

1413 3413 4314 

1431 3431 4341 

3411 1433 1344 

4311 4133 3144 



Plucking and Picking Permutations 
 

Our Fretting hand is not the only place we can apply permutations, picking and 

plucking can also benefit from practicing patterns. When we are playing chords, 

we can bridge the gap between melody and harmony by arpeggiating the chord. 

Arpeggiation is the act of playing the tones in a chord individually, in common 

terms it references playing them ascending or descending, though, this does not 

have to be the case. If we apply the permutation exercise to the plucking or 

picking side of the instrument, we can utilize string skipping and swapping. 

 

Plucking Exercise Particulars 
 

When we are considering finger picking our instrument beyond the two-finger 

method often found in bassists we must start with a tactical approach. We will be 

introducing our thumb and ring finger eventually in this exercise, but to start we 

will be making decisions about string assignments for each finger. 

Ergonomics dictates a lot of these decisions, the top string(s) are obviously more 

accessible to the thumb than lower strings and it just makes sense to keep that 

alignment going with the index, middle, and ring fingers. 

 

Primary Exercise, Developing Finger Independence 
 

In order to develop this skill, we are going to take it slow, get in a comfortable 

position where you have full access to the strings with your entire hand. Start 

with rudiments, either muting the strings for dead notes or open string plucking 

will do. Slowly start training your fingers to their assignments, creating muscle 

memory, and developing good technique for not only active fingers, but when 

those fingers are at rest. Introduce permutations, same as the fretting hand 

permutations exercise, once you are comfortable, introduce a metronome.  



Consideration for Guitar  
 

Guitar, traditionally being a six-string instrument, is going to take a much longer 

time to master the muscle memory, and the decision must be made on how to 

individually pluck the strings using the finger picking method. You can incorporate 

the little finger and relegate the thumb to the top two strings, or you can shift up 

and down as you need to hit the exterior strings, either method works, there is no 

right or wrong answer. However, to properly train your hand, you must choose 

one, like Mr. Miyagi says, “Here karate, same thing. Either you karate do, yes, or 

karate do, no. You karate do, guess so, [makes squish gesture] just like grape.” In 

the long run, a consistent strategy will only serve to allow you to play more 

fluently. 

 

Utilizing the Pick 
 

Using a pick, or plectrum, is also a strategy for playing the Bass or Guitar. The 

same system can be applied to utilizing a pick, though there is a definitive 

difference, it requires a lot more motion across the strings. The exercises focus 

mainly in skipping strings, this is the area of technique where special attention 

needs to be taken. The technique failure is loss of precision in which string is 

struck, so hammering down the string skipping technique is the first step.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Piano Permutations 
 

In general, piano differs from stringed instruments in many obvious ways, with its 

large range the left hand is primarily used to play the harmony while the right 

hand is preoccupied with either chord extensions or melodic content. To get the 

needed fluidity start with your left hand focusing on triads and while running the 

permutations with your right hand. To start I would utilize C Major as the ivory 

keys are all part of the Key. Get your left hand into the condition to be able to 

engage with any finger on demand, to do this you will have to practice engaging 

your fingers in permutations and playing short one bar melodies in time with the 

triads you are playing with your right hand. As you become more comfortable and 

proficient, try exploring other Key centers and familiarize yourself with hand 

positions which allow you to access the ebony keys. 

I would add a chart, but there are 120 different permutations, for brevity, when 

practicing I would journal the permutations you are working on, or worked on, 

that day for reference, I would not want to mistakenly double up and/or miss 

permutations. 

 

Playing Musically (Intermediate/Advanced) 
 

Once you have the basic skill under your belt it is time to start adding chord 

changes. To start, remain in Key and play a single permutation over the chord 

changes within that key. Shift the left hand to retain the intervals that you are 

playing with the new chord, ending your line on the same interval of each chord 

that you play. Once you have become comfortable with that, continue with chord 

changes, but rather than shifting, target the same interval but change the 

permutation to make the line resolve so you are not moving your hand location. 

 

 

 



Cajon and General Percussion 
 

Regarding the Cajon, and other hand percussion instruments the ability to vary 

permutations is severely hampered, as you only have two hands to work with (on 

average of course). The Cajon, being a simple instrument only offering a limited 

amount of textures, the lessons about permutations would be better served by 

inclusion in rhythm studies over one specified for permutations. 


